Influence of the cardiac cycle on velocity selective and acceleration selective arterial spin labeling.
In this study, the influence of the cardiac cycle on the amount of label produced by a velocity-selective (VSASL) and acceleration-selective arterial spin labeling (AccASL) module was investigated. A short-PLD sequence was developed where a single VSASL- or AccASL-module was preceded by pCASL labeling to isolate the arterial blood pool. ASL subtraction was performed with label/control images with similar cardiac phase and time-of-measurement, followed by retrospective binning in 10 cardiac phase bins. ASL signal variation over the heart cycle was evaluated and tested for significance using a permutation test. VSASL and AccASL showed significant arterial signal fluctuations over the cardiac cycle of up to ~36% and ~64%, respectively, mainly in areas containing large arteries. pCASL also showed significant signal fluctuations, of up to ~25% in arteries. Raw label/control images confirmed that the observed signal fluctuations were caused by the amount of label produced during the cardiac cycle, rather than inflow-effects, because the raw images did not all show equal cardiac phase dependence. No significant effects of the cardiac cycle were found on the gray matter ASL-signal. Significant influence of the cardiac cycle on the generated label was found for spatially nonselective ASL-sequences. Hence, to become independent of the cardiac cycle, sufficient averages need to be taken. Alternatively, these findings could be highly interesting for the purpose of quantifying pulsatility more distally in the vascular tree.